Grail Bloodlines in Physics:A Beautifully Spiritually Satisfying Answer:The REAL GRAIL in
Your DNA- Is Fired from Your Heart because BLISS is Fractal.
by Implosion Group ( goldenmean.info ) editorial board - ABOUT the work of Dan Winter.
The message of "DaVinci Code" and "Holy Blood, Holy Grail" is actually quite simple and clear. The
GRAIL is in the BLOOD. The question, from a scientific perspective, is also simple: Is that true?
Fortunately for science, a hugely exciting path to investigating the question is emerging: namely the
pure electrical geometry of how blood gets activated. Could this geometric answer at the same time
be the pure electrical geometry of physics most pressing question? For physics, the most basic issue
(usually called THE HOLY GRAIL OF PHYSICS) is the UNIFIED FIELD and to unify the fields, for
physics, is in essence the pure electrical geometry of how ELECTROMAGNETISM becomes
GRAVITY. (Compression of charge can directly become ACCELERATION of charge - called Gravity).
Not having answered such questions means usually arrogant physicists have to sit with their humble
tail between their legs should any child ask "Well, why DOES an object fall to the ground?" It also
means that when physicists (as Fosar/Bludorf & others -have written) discover that DNA does in fact
become superconductive and MAKE BLACK HOLES, they also have to sit facing the humble pie that
they don't have a CLUE what DNA (in the blood) in electrical terms is really DOING.
All of this paints a picture of the current state of physics as being quite simply not up to challenges of
time. How are they to answer URGENT SURVIVAL questions like:
 Why does GMO and cloning deplete the sustainability and survival of DNA? (How
embarassing the WAY Dolly the Sheep aged.)
 The rats who had to be forced to eat GMO soy died so fast (the experimenters were
breathless) - Who explains these stark raving embarrassments to modern scientists still driving
around in cars, powered by dinosaurs farting, while their planet fixes to rot in the stink of not
knowing the electrical principle of WHAT IS LIFE, who have no clue to eating the charge inside
gravity, and who still think the zero point energy is somehow "free" (disconnectedschizophrenic).
SO, can the question called THE HOLY GRAIL in physics (namely what geometry that connects
electric charge to gravity) ALSO be the scientific answer to what the HOLY GRAIL is (including
gravity making measured) IN BLOOD?
Dan Winter has proposed a radical and dramatically exciting answer which is right now rattling the
cage of physics around the world. A whole stable of physicists have joined him to explore the unified
physics of Golden Ratio testing his original hypothesis that GOLDEN RATIO based SELF
SIMILARITY is the ELECTRICAL CAUSE OF GRAVITY!
Winter claims specifically that recent new physics for how coherent EKG changes DNA (coherent
emotion/love?), and how BLISS and ECSTASY are measured using GOLDEN RATIO in brainwaves,
actually confirm his theory about the GRAIL (and gravity making) in blood.
It started when Dan noticed that the electrical geometry Einstein and Poincare used to model gravity
was a nested DODECAHEDRON. (www.soulinvitation.com/gravitycode). Dan's first book, "One
Crystals Dance" from 30 years ago, had shown that when you extend the edges of a dodecahedron
(all 5-sided faces) outward, you get icosahedron then dodecahedron then icosahedron, infinitely (an
ancient Theosophic model called the GREATER MAZE). The point Winter made was that this infinite
nest was composed of vertices or nodes ALL of which had x,y,z values in a simple whole multiple of
GOLDEN MEAN (1.618...). Later Winter claimed this was THE ONLY POSSIBLE 3 DIMENSIONAL
FRACTAL.
Now - Einstein knew that INFINITE COLLAPSE was the (Holy Grail) key to connecting
ELECTRICITY to GRAVITY. Physics is now clear that FRACTALITY is key to infinite compression.
The problem was, Einstein never knew what a fractal was! So how could he know that charge in a

fractal was his solution (infinite constructive wave collapse). This Winter claiming that CHARGE in a
FRACTAL based on GOLDEN RATIO MAKES GRAVITY is such a revelation to physics that
numerous serious physicists (Elizabeth Rauscher, Alex K.) have taken on the challenge. They
realized that not only was the Golden Ratio based nested pentagonal Dodecahedron- the shape
Einstein used for Gravity geometry, but it is also the shape of Palladium (and Platinum Group/PGMGold Powder) a key to cold fusion. Thus proving that this nest is the only possible 3D fractal, may be
the actual KEY to physics of HOLY GRAIL!
Winter has begun a simple experiment series to PROVE that charge in a fractal is the CAUSE of
gravity (www.soulinvitation.com/gravitycause) and an international team of physicists, including one
of Europes leading fusion physicists, have joined him.
The other stunning part of this new HOLY GRAIL is Winter's OTHER claim. He says that charge in a
fractal is not only the missing CAUSE of gravity BUT that it is the ONLY way to efficiently nourish and
support DNA! This could completely redefine the electric field of success for seed germination,
agriculture and even architecture (Winter has been teaching the PHYSICS of Feng Shui for 12
years). He has conducted electric field experiments and measurements demonstrating that fractal (or
'harmonic inclusive' non-destructive compression of charge) actually trigger SEED GERMINATION
and measures freshness/life force and vitality (www.soulinvitation.com/germination). This, he says,
finally defines sacred space and success in architecture and urban design
(www.soulinvitation.com/architecture). For example, by choosing materials for building, originally
simply called 'organic' – the resulting architecture that makes DNA healthy actually is a fractal
capacitor! Winter calls the electrical definition of living material a 'phase conjugate dielectric' and the
'switch to turn on DNA radio' (www.soulinvitation.com/healingphase). Basically, he is saying there is a
path curve that looks like the ancient CADUCCEUS based on Golden Ratio, for charge inside DNA,
which allows waves of charge (the field effect of 'spirit'?) to CONJUGATE PHASES and achieve
IMPLOSIVE COMMUNION in blood.
What is so exciting is that when you animate this path curve for charge into blood (Golden Ratio
caducceus), you get the most stunningly beautiful HOLY GRAIL CUP WITHIN A CUP which is a
hypnotically beautiful spiritual rush to see (look at www.soulinvitation.com/realgrail where you can
also see the FILM on Real Grail physics which opens and closes with that animation - a film already a
hit on google).
SO, what is the real key to the Holy Grail in blood AND where is the proof for physics? AND how
could that possibly be a real satisfying solution to the ancient quest for the bloodline of Jesus?
Well, to start with, there is great agreement that the electrical geometry of DNA in blood is the nesting
of this exact Golden Ratio based dodecahedron. Actually, the Golden Ratio is imprinted ALL over
DNA. So if we add the electrical idea that Golden Ratio is key to CONSTRUCTIVE charge
compression (getting memory packed), we start to get a clue to the deeper functions of DNA and
blood. Winter takes this dodecahedron nest and shows the CONE it makes (60 degree) based on a
Golden Ratio Caducceus (symbol for DNA, Hermes & healers) and then animates that into a beautiful
fractal GRAIL CUP - literally one that (being fractal) never runs over - contains infinite SPIN.
Winter also suggested the scientific study which showed that COHERENT EMOTION/EKG controls
the BRAID or programming of this charge absorbing 'Golden Fleece' in DNA (
www.soulinvitation.com/rein ). His original mathematics (cepstrum) to MEASURE coherence in EKG
has earned him credit for inventing the term Heart Coherence (book: 'Instinct to Heal'). He originally
showed Heart Math Institute how to take an EKG, how to spectrum analyze it, and has developed the
most superior technology for measuring Coherent Emotion in the Heart (his HeartTuner invention:
heartcoherence.com and soulinvitation.com/hearttunerspecial). Simply put, when your heart makes
the inclusive harmonic fractal of sounds, which medically identifies immune health ('Irving Dardik',
see soulinvitation.com/holarchy), this sonic 'pony tail' measurably BRAIDS your DNA into a 'recursive
nest'. This nesting, or braiding into recursion of DNA, Winter says is how EMOTION PROGRAMS
DNA. The climax of this process is the 7th time the DNA helix thread braided to become visibly a
DONUT - a TORUS. Winter says this 'Circular DNA' is implosive and the charge radiance that results

from fractal compression by braiding is the mechanism of how DNA is all connected - the fusion into
a 'soul invitation' (soulinvitation.com). His best pictures and scientific links on DNA are at
soulinvitation.com/12strands. It gets really movie like where Winter says the real LORD OF THE
RING was - when this DNA gets into a RING due to the BLISS of pure intention/pure compression.
He has a complete animation showing the alphabet on the side of the LORD OF THE RING being the
compression angles to get charge into the vortex ring DNA in the first place (His controversial origin
of the alphabet work (http://spirals.eternite.com) became the movie PI. He claims Alphabets MUST
be based on the Golden Spiral since that is the only non-destructive way to get your field of charge
into a tornado and steer it - to symbolize = to embed). This becomes an astounding physics
suggesting that the origin of psychokinesis AND symbol begins because compassion (or FEELING
for the outside FROM the inside / turning inside out) is simply equivalent to perfect COMPRESSION.
Winter also claims that the experience of BLISS, ECSTASY and ENLIGHTENMENT is measurable
when brainwaves generate this Golden Ratio (based also on work by Dr. Korotkov). This becomes
the second dramatically exciting function (EEG - cross hemispheric tuning) of his same biofeedback
invention called the BLISSTUNER (www.soulinvitation.com/clinicalintro ). The point of relevance to
the grail story is that the BLOOD ENERGIZING aura or royal glow, or blue UV field of ecstasy, is
actually the result of the whole electric field of the body becoming massive FRACTAL and
ATTRACTIVE using Golden Ratio 'self similarity' (fractality). It is simple to visualize fractality in
biology - just imagine a rose or a pine cone. All of biology uses this principle to attract the charge field
(spirit/chi/orgone/barraka/shakti ) into perfect compression - called LIFE ITSELF!
SO, if a person (Magdalen or Jesus?) were to experience BLISS consistently, their blood would
become more IMPLOSIVE. Is that the Grail? Winter points to meditators who make gravity when they
feel bliss, (TM floating) and insect skeletons which make gravity (soulinvitation.com/gravitypolitics)
similar to other recursive capacitors which make gravity (soulinvitation.com/thrust ).
Well, at least there are very intriguing clues here that the solution to getting the blood charged with
the true physics of Bliss process may actually be the REAL GRAIL. Winter says your blood becomes
powerful and gravity making ('star inhabiting' and 'sun god' making) when it has the opportunity to
implode with charge in the presence of bliss. When saturated in the DNA nourishing charge fractal
environment, which defines the sacred, it reveals how our ancient Dragon Annunaki (Uru/Kelt)
ancestors learned to wake up their blood. WHY was the map around all the grail sites FIVE sided
(Golden Ratio/Implosive ), including the pent-star symbolizing Magdalen. This leads us to the history
part of this problem. Is this the SIEGE PERILOUS part?
What about the Jesus Magdalen story being the grail? Winter claims to have an answer and here is
where we go right to 'Star Wars' history. Winter says the reason the Jesus/Magdalen story melts into
confusion, whenever you get out your history microscope, is because the REAL Jesus is Joshua son
of Moses ('righteous priest') who is really Akunaton - in EGYPT (300 years efore Pontius Pilate). He
agrees with authors Amed Osman ("Jesus in the House of the Pharaohs" and other books) and
Lawrence Gardner's "Sacred Ark", who insist that the great DaVinci coverup of the church goes much
further back, starting with the Enlil/Yalweh's Rabbi's hiding the real Egyptian origins of the Essenes
and Jesus. They all agree that AkunATUN messed up the royal checkpoint by trying to build the DNA
activating solar fractal capacitor 'Temple' Amarna. Threatened by the (Enlil/Yalweh) Amun priests, he
swipes the cash cow (Gold Powder making electric source ARK OF THE COVENANT), changes his
name to Moses and starts the Essenes cottage industry (Gold Powder/Ormes/Spice/Holy
Communion's white wafer - making). Most historians agree on the blood line cross of the 2 major
Essene royal families: David/Benjamin - became Jesus/Magda. Few have noted that the bloodline
Essene is Akhunatun and that ATUN means Enki (the DAVID in Hebrew means DWD/TWT meaning
Tehuti/Thoth/Hermes-Son of Enki), so it all fits together. But why was the bloodline ATUN (vs AMUN
), Enki (vs Enlil), Adonai (vs Yalweh), AKU (vs Draku) ALWAYS hidden by the (Roman government
invention) church? Here is where we need Star Wars, or rather the BIG picture.
We can't cover all that in details here (soulinvitation.com/enki) but the real juicy part is when the
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK! Winter starts the story where the Sirian Annunaki (Antu-Enki's Dad) plot to

conceive a bloodline to give the losing Humanoids a chance in the war with the Drac Borg machine
empire. (Read what Lucas and other writers learned of real galactic history 'THE NINE' at
soulinvitation.com/hellsmouth). For example, Winter says the Hebrew Alphabet is actually the
machine code for tetra 'MATRIX' (+ soulless DNA codon programming) nested magnetic domains
used in the ASHTAR central computer - the hive mind of the machine empire. A Ptaa
Taal/Ophanic/winged dragon/vestal queen/reverend mother/female - named AIDE was assigned as
the surrogate wife (replacing Yalweh/Michael/Enlil's mom) to Antu on Sirius A, to create a bloodline
psychokinetic enough to threaten a galaxy-wide scourage of computer controlled robotic machine
dominated (heartless) Draco's. (The fallen Saraphim called NEPHALIM - meaning no NA implosion).
Only the psychokinesis the real SHEM from AN, of coherent KA (body charge field), could have any
hope of survival in a heartless machine empire. This Winter says is REAL galactic history and the
origin of the Gold Powder slaving Sumerian genetic engineering called the Bible. (Bigger picture
needed here...)
Winter teaches very specifically how surviving death with memory intact is electrically measurable
and teachable once we get past the horrifying schizophrenia which separates our understanding of
ELECTRICAL coherence from our teaching of a spiritual aura. Now, do we understand the KA in
KAthar, KAtholic, KAllisto, MerKAba, even KAlllice (chalice)? See how all the meanings agree: IF KA
= the death and dream penetrating COHERENCE of your bodies’ electric charge field, that explains
why KA means BOAT TO THE UNDERWORLD in Egyptian while it means HEAVEN in Sanskrit.
Winter's thesis is that political narrow-mindedness (the Isreali/KAtholic fear saturated religious
fundamentalism which elected George Bush for example) on EA's (Enki) EArth (abRAm- RA=Enki) is
simply an obsolete leftover from the days when confused or fallen Saraphim (UR) dragons thought
the only reason for planting a forest (DNA planted on planets like Earth) was to cut it down (harvest
it/insurance and banking). Today we plant forests in order to set them free and feel the bliss of
implosive genetic diversity (fractality of DNA radio by phase conjugation) in the electric field of their
core.
This means that we make our vote when the Empire Strikes back, as to whether to join the borg, and
be ASSIMILATED into a heartless machine cult, when we MAKE THE CHOICE whether to begin the
scientific hygiene necessary to IGNITE OUR DNA WITH BLISS (Electrically measurable a real
GRAIL path for charge)! In practice, Winter says, this means: stop eating angry (no diversity) DNA,
start eating LIVE FOOD! Run from the city and electro-smog to nature, and DO the yoga. The result
of teaching bliss-making and DNA-igniting (Grail in blood) is the COHERENCE of your body’s electric
charge field (KA) starting to become sustainable through lucid dream AND death. In this way selfempowerment based on pure principle can replace the obvious travesty that is the current state of old
religion on Earth (mostly a parasite for the disempowered who mistakenly choose miracle and
personality worship out of a confused fear of their own creation mechanics). Winter says the holy
GRAIL is in your heart when you choose the perfect fractal (and very attractive) perfect compression
that is LOVE itself. AND he says measuring that (EKG+EEG harmonics) helps makes it teachable!
(In addition to his 4 books, in 5 languages at www.goldenmean.info, there is another recent book
largely ABOUT Dan Winter's amazing Implosion Physics: free e-book "Souls of Distortion Awakening,
a convergence of Science and Spirituality". It is now in its 9th edition (www.soulsofdistortion.nl).
Implosion Group's website www.soulinvitation.com is currently referenced by over 10,000 other web
articles!)
The pictures for this article are at: soulinvitation.com/grail
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